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INTRODUCTION 
IT HAS recently been shown that the only finite groups that can act locally linearly on the 
complex projective plane (or a homology @P2) are the groups that are known to act linearly 
(Wilczynski [S], Hambleton, Lee [4]). (A linear action is an action induced from a faithful, 
3-dimensional complex representation of the group.) These results, however, do not classify 
the actions themselves, but only the abstract groups that arise. One of the central questions 
remaining is whether the fixed point data of an action corresponds to the fixed point data of 
a linear action, and the key instance of this question concerns semifree actions of cyclic 
groups. 
A locally linear, homologically trivial, semifree action of a cyclic group C, on a 
homology c=P2 has fixed point set consisting of either a 2-sphere and an isolated point or 
three isolated points (see Bredon, [2]). In case the fixed point set contains a 2-sphere, a short 
argument using the G-Signature Formula shows that the fixed point data is linear 
(Dovermann, [3] in the case n is prime, and Wilczynski [S] in general). It is the object of this 
paper to prove that if the action has three isolated fixed points, then the fixed point data is 
linear in this case as well. 
We begin by establishing some notation and formulating the main theorem. Let T be a 
generator of the cyclic group C, of order n, and suppose C, acts locally linearly and 
semifreely on a closed 4-manifold with the integral homology of CP2 with fixed point set 
consisting of three isolated points. (The order n is necessarily odd, since the fixed point set of 
an involution contains a 2-sphere; see Bredon [2]). The fixed point data consists of the three 
representations of C, on the tangent spaces at the fixed points, and these representations are 
determined by the three pairs of rotations numbers (a,, hi), (a 2, b,), (a,, b3) which describe 
the action of Tat the fixed points. The rotation numbers are, of course, integers module n; 
and because the action is semifree, they are all units modulo n. 
The linear models of such actions of C, with generator T: @P2 + c=P2 are given by 
T[zo,zl,z2] = [z,, pzl, cbz2] (for Zing and i = ezniin) with fixed points [l, O,O], [0, l,O], 
and [0, 0, 11, and fixed point data (a, b), (- a, b, - a), and (-b, a, -b), respectively, defined 
whenever a, b and a - b are units of Z,,. 
Note that (a, b), (- a, -b) (b, a), and (-b, -a) all describe the same oriented real 
representation of C, with generator T. Also the ordering or labeling of the three fixed points 
is artificial. Thus, generically, the fixed point data for an action is described by 43 x 3! = 384 
ordered triples of ordered pairs of units of Z,. Two ordered triples of ordered pairs {(al, b,), 
(u2, b,), (us, b,)}, and {a’, , b; ), (a;, b;), (a;, bj)} of units of Z, will be said to be equivalent if 
after permuting the ordered triples and ordered pairs and changing signs of both entries in 
some ordered pairs we have a, = a;, u2 = a;, etc. 
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The G-Signature Formula then states that for actions with three isolated fixed points on 
a homology @P* 
- i~lcot(~)cot(~)= 1 
for each k = 1,. . . n - 1. This formula holds in the smooth and locally linear categories. 
(Atiyah, Singer; [l], Wall [7]). 
MAIN THEOREM. Zf a,, b,, a2, b2, a3, b3 are units in Z,, n odd, that satisfy the G-Signature 
Formula, then there is a linear action of C, on @P* withjxed point data equivalent to (a,, b,), 
(a,, bz), (a,, bJ. 
It immediately follows that a locally linear, semifree action of C, on @P* with 3 isolated 
fixed points has the fixed point data of a linear action. 
Summary of the argument. The ideas behind our argument are simple, but both the 
magnitude and detail of the required computations are rather daunting. We therefore 
summarize the line of reasoning here. The first step is to translate the G-Signature Formula 
into a workable combinatorial statement. The second step is to use this formulation to 
translate the GSF into a small system of polynomial equations when the period n is a prime 
and then to show that this system of polynomial equations only has solutions corre- 
sponding to linear actions on @P ‘. At this point substantial use of the symbolic algebraic 
manipulator MACSYMA was made, both to explore possible lines of attack and to carry 
out the details of the final argument. The final step is to prove the general result in the 
composite case by induction, using the combinatorial set up. In this last case the computer 
is used primarily for convenience. 
Philosophy of the exposition. Because the actual algebraic computations in the proof of 
the main theorem were done using a computer, we have found it difficult to decide on the 
amount of detail and intermediate results to provide in the final exposition. In the end we 
tried to describe the algebraic computations in a somewhat algorithmic fashion, providing 
sufficiently many intermediate results so that the interested reader could verify that the 
calculations are indeed correct. In fact, this seems to be consistent with normal mathe- 
matical exposition; the difference is merely that one requires a large symbolic manipulation 
program such as MACSYMA in order to carry out the verification. We also imported some 
of the equations directly into the manuscript via computer in order to minimize typo- 
graphical errors. 
There is a second troublesome point about the use of the computer. The argument 
contained in this paper is primarily combinatorial and to a large extent involves checking 
cases. This is especially true for small values of n, where the arguments require delicate 
combinatorial analyses because of degeneracies. We were faced with a choice. We could 
either provide all of the special arguments required for these small values of n, thereby 
possibly obscuring the general argument, or we could prove the main theorem for these 
small values of n by direct calculation. In order to make the exposition as clear and simple 
as possible, we have chosen the second course. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
A Combinatorial Reformulation f the G-Signature Formula. We begin with a useful way 
of looking at the G-Signature Formula. The version of the Formula stated in the Intro- 
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duction can be rewritten as 
where [ denotes an arbitrary nontrivial nth root of unity, using the trigonometric identity 
cot 8 = i 
eiS + e - i0 
e 
iB _ ,-i0 
It then follows that the identity 
holds in the reduced representation ring of C,, R = Z[x]/(Z), where C = 1 + x + . 
+ xn- l. 
Apply the Galois automorphism XHX’ and let ljk = xk + xnmk. Then the G-Signature 
Formula becomes 
where si = ai + bi and ti 7 ai - bi. In turn this yields 
Now clear denominators to get 
This simplifies to 
(BS, + %,)(P,, - P,,)(P,, -P,,) + . . . = 0. 
PS, PS, BS, + 2 P,, P,, P,, = BS, B,, B,, + & BS, B,, + B,, B,, P,, .
Note that ljk = D-k, Pkb[ = &+l + flk_[, &fit& = Cbk+lfmr where the sum extends over 
the four choices of signs. Making use of these identities we obtain 
cljs1*s2*ss +2CB,,*rz+t3 =CPs,*t,+1, +CBt,*s,*r, +Cljt,ff2iS3 
We claim that the only way for this to happen is for the terms on the left to coincide with the 
terms on the right. In other words the two lists (with duplications) of twelve entries each 
2 = (s1 * s2 f s3, t, f t, f t,, t, f. t, + t3} and 
w= (s1 f t, + t,, t, + s2 I!I t,, f, * t, f Sj} 
of elements of Z, should coincide up to sign and order. 
The last identity above can be lifted in a natural way to a polynomial f(x) E Z [x] of 
degree less than n and of augmentation s(f(x)) = 0 in Z that maps to zero in Z [x]/(C). But 
then f(x) = g(x) Z for some g(x) E Z [xl. Degree and augmentation considerations then 
imply that f(x) is the zero polynomial, as required. Thus we have proved the following 
statement: 
THEOREM (Combinatorial Formulation of the G-Signature Theorem). Let ((a,, b,), (a,,b,), 
(a,, b,)} be an ordered triple ofordered pairs of units of&. Let 2’ = {sl f s2 f s3, t, k t, 
f t,, t, f t, _+ tj} and .@ = (sl + t, f t,, t, f ~2 + t3, t, _+ t, + ~3}, where si = ai + bi and 
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ti = ai - bi. Then {(a,, b,), (a,, bz), (a,, b,)} satisfies the G-Signature Formula ifand only if 
the two lists 2 and 92 are the same up to sign and order. 0 
Remark. Already this formulation easily gives nontrivial information, which we shall 
use later: It is impossible that a, = bi for all i. Otherwise t, = t, = t, = 0; 2 contains 8 
zeroes; and therefore W = {4s,, 4s,, 4s,} and contains 8 zeroes. In particular some si = 0. 
But si = 0 = ti implies that a, = bi = 0, a contradiction. 
A Polynomial Formulation of the G-Signature Formula. Next we explain a useful 
algebraic recasting of the G-Signature Formula for prime periods. If n is an odd prime, the 
previous theorem immediately shows that the G-Signature Formula is equivalent to a set of 
12 polynomial equations in the six variables si and ti, of even degrees 2, . . . ,24, obtained by 
setting the elementary symmetric functions in the squares of the terms in 9’ equal to the 
corresponding elementary symmetric functions in the squares of the terms in 9’. For 
computational purposes we have found it more satisfactory to use power sums instead of 
the elementary symmetric functions. Unfortunately, for small primes (corresponding to the 
degrees of the polynomials in question) the resulting equations do not directly imply the 
equations involving elementary symmetric functions. Fortunately we will only have to go as 
high as degree 14. 
The equation derived from sums of squares leads to a tautology. But, when 3 does not 
divide n, the sum of 4th powers leads to 
where vi = a, bi. (This formula is actually valid when 31n, an illusory factor of three being 
introduced on account of the symmetry. One can see this by multiplying the G-Signature 
Formula by (x - 1)’ and then applying the natural augmentation E: R + Z,.) Since the ui are 
units this is equivalent to the equation v1 v2 + a1 v3 + a2 v3 = 0. The higher degree equations 
are most simply and accurately generated by a computer capable of formal algebraic 
manipulations and will be discussed in the proof of the Main Theorem. 
An Algebraic Characterization of Linear Data. We now show how to characterize linear 
data by suitable polynomial equations in the prime order case. Again set vi = ai b, and let 
ui = u: - a,b, + b;. 
LEMMA. Zf {(a,, b,), (a,, b2), (a3, b,)) is the$xed point data of a linear action of C, on 
(cP2 then u1 = u2 = ug = v1 + v2 + vg and vlvZ + v1 v3 + v2v3 = 0. 
Proof Direct calculation. 0 
We originally arrived at these equations by considering the collection of polynomials in 
six variables invariant under equivalence of fixed point data. 
PROPOSITION (Linearity Equations). Suppose that n is an odd prime, and let a triple of 
ordered pairs {(a 1, b, ), (a2, b2 1, ( a3, b,)} of nonzero elements of Z, be given. Then the given 
data is equivalent to the linear data (a,, b,), (-a,, b, -a,), (-b,, a, -b,) if and only if 
u,=u,=u,=v,+v,+v,andv,v,+v,v,+v,v,=0inZ,. 
Proof The necessity of the equations was asserted above. Now consider sufficiency. Let 
uf and vf denote the corresponding quantities for the given linear action. In particular 
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ui = t$ and ui = V: for i = 1. Therefore ui = U? for all i. Then we arrive at the two equa- 
tions v2 + vJ = vi + vi and v2 vg = vt vi, satisfied in particular by vf: and vi. Since Z, is a 
field, we conclude that { v2, uJ} and { vl;, I&} agree up to order. 0 
The following result gives an often practical way of recognizing linear data. 
LEMMA. (Franz) If a, b, c, and d are units in Z, such that 
(x’+l)(xb+l) (xC+l)(xd+l) 
(x0 - l)(Xb - 1) = (XC - l)(Xd - 1) 
in the ring R = Z [x]/(C), then the unordered set {a, b} equals {c,d} or { -c, -d}. 
Proof of sketch. This is a very special case of a result of Franz (in the general case) and 
Kummer (in the case n is prime). See [l]. It has an easy proof in our setting, however. By 
substituting /?‘s as above and clearing denominators, one can see that the assumed equality 
implies that two lists 9 = (tl + s2, t, - s2} and 9 = (sr + t,, s1 - t2} of two elements 
each must be equal up to sign, where s1 = a + b, t, = a - b, etc. Consideration of a few cases 
yields the desired result. 0 
COROLLARY. Ifjixed point data satisfies the G-Signature Formula and agrees with linear 
data at two of three points, then the given data is equivalent to linear data. 0 
Comments on actions of composite order. (1) If the action of T in a representation is 
given by rotation numbers as (a, b), then the action of T is given by (ra,rb) If n = pq, TQ 
generates a Z, action with rotation numbers in Z,, given by (qa, qb); viewing Z, as (q) c Z, 
this means that the fixed point data for the induced 77, action is just (a, b) reduced mod p. 
(2) If n = pr, where p is an odd prime and r > 1, then in most cases the linearity 
equations imply that data is of linear type, but not in general, because one runs into trouble 
with square roots of zero. For example, consider linear data { (1, - l), ( - 1, - 2) (1,2)} with 
n = p2. One can check that the data { (1 + up, - 1 + up), (- 1, -2), (1,2)) has exactly the 
same U’S and v’s But the data cannot satisfy the G-Signature Formula (unless c( = 0 mod p) 
by the Franz Lemma above. 
(3) n = pq, with p and q distinct odd primes the linearity equations fail even more 
miserably to characterize linear data. Given linear data {(a,, b,), (a,, b2) (a,, b,)}, let a; be 
a number equal to a, mod p and to b, mod q, and let b; be a number equal to b, mod p and 
to a, mod q. Then, in general, the data {(a;, b;), (a,, b2), (a,, b,)} cannot be linear by the 
Franz Lemma. On the other hand it is linear mod p and linear mod q. Therefore the 
linearity equations hold mod p and mod q, hence mod n. There can, in fact, be no 
polynomial equations over Z, that characterize linearity and that are invariant under 
equivalence of fixed point data, for exactly this reason. 
(4) When n is prime the ui and vi determine the rotation numbers a, and bi up to 
equivalence since 22, is a field, but in general the a, and bi are not determined by the ui and vi 
alone, again because of difficulties with square roots. 
(5) If n is not a prime, then the polynomial equations that follow from the G-Signature 
Formula must also hold mod n, but are not sufficient to characterize data satisfying the G- 
Signature Formula in general. The difficulty is that a square in Z, will then have more than 
two square roots in general, so that one can recover (si ri: s2 f s~)~ for example, but not 
f (si * s2 f sg) itself. 
In fact for n = pq, with p and q distinct odd primes there are no polynomial equations 
sufficient to characterize data satisfying the G-Signature Formula among triples of pairs of 
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units in Z,,. For example let n = 15. We have the following linear data { (1,2), (1, 14), (1, 14)). 
Consider the alternative data {(I, 2), (1, 14), (7, 1 l)]. This data is clearly nonlinear, and one 
can check (directly, or by the Franz Lemma above) that it does not satisfy the G-Signature 
Formula. On the other hand, it is linear mod 3 and mod 5, equivalent to the given linear 
data mod 3 and mod 5. Therefore, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem, it satisfies any 
polynomial equations (invariant under equivalence) over Z, that the linear data does. 
Comments on small orders. In order to simplify the consideration of too many 
elementary special cases, we shall assume in what follows that the Main Theorem has been 
verified for the following 11 values of n: 3,5,7,9, 11, 13, 15,21,25,35, and 49. With care the 
arguments to follow could be modified to deal with these cases. We decided, however, 
simply to check them directly by brute force using the cotangent formulation of the G- 
Signature Formula. 
A fairly efficient way of making this verification is as follows: Let n = pq, where we 
assume that the Main Theorem is known for p (perhaps p = I), and q is prime (the smallest 
divisor of n > 1). Evaluate the G-Signature Formula on data of the form { (1, k + ap), ( - 1 
+bp,k-l+cp),(-k++p,l_k+ep)},wherek=2 ,..., p-landa,b,c,d,e=O ,..., 
q - 1. If q happens to divide any of the entries, throw the data out. When the G-Signature 
Formula does hold for the given data, check, using the Franz Lemma above, that the second 
ordered pair is equivalent to one of the other entries in the fixed point data for the linear 
action with first fixed point data as given. 
It is then easy to carry out this calculation on a microcomputer. 
2. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM IN THE PRIME CASE 
We assume throughout this section that the order of the cyclic group is an odd prime p. 
Since the result is known by direct calculation for small primes, we also assume p > 13. 
Given an action with rotation numbers (a,, bi) (i = 1, 2, 3), we let ui = a: - a,b, + bf and 
Ui = aibi. Note that ui must be nonzero mod p. 
In order to make the proof more tractable, we also “normalize” the data as follows. 
From the remark after the statement of the combinatorial formulation of the G-Signature 
Formula in the Preliminary Section, we see that Ui is not equal to bi for some i. We therifore 
can assume that a3 - b, is nonzero. By choosing the appropriate generator for the group, 
we may assume for later convenience that 
(a3 - b3)’ = 1 (mod p) 
Using the results of the Preliminary Section, we see that it is sufficient to prove that 
u1 = u2 = u3 = u1 + u2 + u3 and that u1u2 + u1u3 + u2u3 = 0. We prove this by writing 
down a system of six polynomial equations derived from the G-Signature Formula, and 
showing that they, together with the normalizing equation, imply the stated conditions. 
We begin by letting 
zi=ui-(u,+u,+u,) (i=1,2,3) 
with the aim of showing that z1 = z2 = z3 = 0. 
Since the G-Signature Formula implies that the two lists _!Y and 3 of twelve numbers 
are equal up to sign and order, we see that the sum of the even powers of _Y must be equal to 
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the sum of the powers of W. For each even integer j, we therefore consider the polynomial 
(with integer coefficients) “poly j” obtained by subtracting the sum of the j-th powers of the 
elements of 99 from the sum of the j-th powers of the elements of 9. It is easy to see that 
these are polynomials in the squares of the variables si and ti. Using MACSYMA, we can 
compute the polynomials explicitly, although they are quite large in general. The first (the 
sum of the squares) is easily seen to be identically zero (even without the computer), and so 
gives us no information. 
We now make a substitution using the fact that 
s2 = (ui + 3 vi) and 
ti” = (Ui - Vi), 
to obtain polynomials in zi and 6. The first polynomial is: 
polyzu4=273(u,v,+u,u,+v,u,) 
Since polyzu4 must be zero mod p, and p > 13, we see that 
UlUZ + uru3 + uzu3 = 0. 
This shows that the last condition for linearity is always satisfied. It remains to prove 
that z1 = z2 = z3 = 0. 
To do this we begin by solving the equation polyzu4 = 0 for ug: 
u3 = - Ul uz/h + u2) 
The next polynomial is: 
polyzu6 = 2735(u,u3z3 + v1u3z3 + 3u,u,z, + uZu3z2 + 3u,u,z, 
+ U1UzZ2 + 3u,U3z, + VlU3Z1 + U~UZZ~ + 6~20: + 6014 
+ 64u, + lSu,u,u, + 6ufu, + 6744 + 6u;u,) 
Substituting for u3, we can solve for z3: 
z3 = (UZZI + %ZzM% + 02). 
We can now substitute the values for u3 and z3 into the polynomials polyj for j = 8, 10, 
12, 14. (The biggest of these has 110 terms.) The polynomials turn out to be relatively simple 
if we additionally make the substitutions: 
zl = h, + h, 
z2 = h, - h, 
u1 = k, + k, 
u2 = k, - k,. 
(The explanation for the simplification lies in the symmetry with respect to the pairs 
(zi, vi), but is not germaine to the argument.) The four polynomials now become: 
polyhk8 =2137(h2kZ -3h,k, -h;) 
polyhk 10 = 213 35(23 h, k; - 55h,k,k$- 18h:k; + 13h,kfk, 
+60h,h2k,k2+6h~k2-165hlk~-24h~k~-90h~k~-18h,h~k,) 
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polyhk12=2”311(1152h,k;-2496h,k,k;-1168k;k; 
+ 3072 k, k: k; + 5888 k, k, k, k; + 464 k,3 k; - 14976 k, k; k; 
- 1808 k: k: k: - 8080 k; k: kj - 2832 k, k; k, k; - 80 k; k; 
- 1152k,k;k, + 11648k,k,k:k, + 384k;k:k, + 6768kfk,k:k, 
+ 608 k, k: k, k, - 22464 k, k: - 928 k; k;l - 24240 k; k; 
-1728k1k;k;-6768k;k~+64k~k~-912k~k~k~) 
polykk 14 =2117 13(9088k,k: - 18816k, k, k; 
- 12352 k: k; + 44416 k, k; k; + 67776 k, k, k, k; + 6064 k; k; 
- 158592 k, k; k; - 37760 k; k: k; - 89472 k: k: k; 
- 52688 k, k; k, k; - 1504 k’: k; + 49792 k, k; k; 
+309120k,k,k~k;+8208k;k~k;+153040k~k,k~k~ 
+ 15872 k, k; k, k; + 160k; k; - 529536 k, k: k; 
- 14144 k; k;’ k; - 536832 k: k’: k: - 104048 k, k; k; k; 
- 146480k;k;k; + 1920k;k~k;-59712k~k;k~k; 
-2208k,k;k,k;-62336k,k~k,+317376k,k,k:k, 
- 3712 k; kf k, + 380400 k: k, k’: k, + 2688 k, k: k; k, 
+ 110720 k: k, k: k, - 896 k: k: k, + 8288 kf k; k: k, 
- 497280 k, k: + 11008 h; k: - 805248 k: kf + 4608 k, k; k: 
- 439440 k: k: + 2048 k; k’: - 13056 k: k: k; - 83040 k’: k’: 
+ 1664k,k;k;-8288k;k;k;) 
We note that if z1 = z2 = 0 then z3 = 0 as well. Hence, it is sufficient to prove that 
k, = k, = 0. Also note that from polykk8, we see that if k, = 0 then k, = 0 as well, since 
k, = 4(u, + u2) must be nonzero (since c3(u1 + u2) = -vluZ). 
The idea of the remainder of the proof is now conceptually straightforward. We assume 
that k, is nonzero and show that here are no solutions to the system of equations for p > 13. 
We now recall the normalizing condition: 
(a3 - b,)2 = 1 
In terms of our new variables, this becomes: 
uj - vj = z3 - vi - v2 = 1. 
Substituting, and using the fact that ui + u2 must be nonzero, we obtain the equation: 
-k2k2+2kf-(l-k,)k, =0 
We can now solve this equation for k,: 
k =2k:+h-l)k, 
2 
h2 
Substituting this in polykkj for j = 8,10,12,14 and clearing denominators, we obtain 
polynomials in which the variable k, only occurs to even powers. (Again, the symmetry 
explains this.) We can now use poly kk8 to solve for 
k; = 2kf + (- 2k, - l)k, 
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and substitute into the remaining polynomials. We finally obtain three polynomials in the 
two variables h, and k,: 
eq 10 = 21335kf(44kf - 12h, kf - 88kf + 78hf k, - 70h, k, + 55k, 
+ 16h: + 65h: + 38h, - 11) 
eq12 = 21531 lkT(1408k: + 688h,k; - 3704k’: + 1528h:k: 
- 4936h, k; + 3628k: + 1424h;k: + 1452h:k: + 5532h, k; 
- 1646k: - 124h;k, - 736h;k, - 138h:k, - 217431, k + 337k, 
- 64h: - 626h: - 1348h; - 485h: + 278h, - 23) 
eq14 = 215713k:(91840k: + 109568h,ky + 298688kf + 80736h:k: 
- 573216h,k: + 392400k: + 105088h;k; - 40752h:k’: 
+ 870720h:k, - 269136k’: + 18176h;tk; - 24032h:k; 
+ 217200h;k: - 599424hik; + 103092k; - 19536h:k; 
- 139152h;lk: - 224352h;k; - 275784hfk: + 206856h, kf 
- 21684k: - 1376hyki - 1728h;k, + 31728h:ki + 87192h;ki 
+ 108030h~ki - 34062h,k, + 2267k, + 416h; + 8368hy + 37716h; 
+ 53004h: + 8928h; - 12195h: + 2026h, - 91) 
Since we are assuming that p > 13, and we know that k, is nonzero, it is clear that in 
order for these three polynomials to have a common zero mod p, the three polynomials in 
parentheses must have a common zero; we shall refer to these polynomials as the “major 
parts” of the equations. 
We begin by proving that there are no solutions for two special values of h,. If h, = 0, 
then the equation polyhk8 = 0 shows that k, = h,. Also, the major part of eql0 becomes: 
11(4k:-8k:+5k,-l)= ll(k,-1)(2k,-1)2 
It follows that either k, = 3 or k, = 1. If k, =3, then the normalization equation 
shows that h, = 0, contradicting our hypothesis. If k, = 1, then the normalization equation 
shows that either h, = 1 or h, = - 1. Hence, either k, + k, = 0 or k, -k, = 0, contradicting 
the fact that both o1 and v2 are nonzero. 
The case when h, = - 1 is a bit more difficult, and provides a warm-up for the general 
case. Substituting h, = - 1 in the major parts of eql0, eq12, and eq14, we obtain three 
polynomials, which must have a simultaneous zero mod p. 
k, (44kT - 76k, + 203) 
ki(1408k’: - 4392k: + 10092k: - 7150ki + 2985) 
k,(91840k: - 408256k; + 1046352k;L - 1285696k: + 961924k: - 399588k, + 89247) 
Since k, is nonzero, we see that the major parts (the polynomials in parenthesis) must 
have a common zero. But if two polynomials have a common zero then the resultant of the 
polynomials has a zero. See [6] for a discussion of resultants. We can use MACSYMA to 
compute the resultant of the major parts of the first two as: 
num 1 = 132652984172544 
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‘The resultant of the major parts of the first and third polynomials is: 
num2 = 49508239690403973955584 
Finally, since num 1 and num2 must be zero modulo p, the greatest common divisor 
must be zero modulo p as well. But the greatest common divisor of num 1 and num2 is easily 
computed as: 
gcd = 24461180928 = 22536 
Since p > 13, we conclude that the three polynomials have no common zeroes. 
Finally, we consider the general case when k, is neither 0 nor - 1. We can compute 
resultants of the major parts of eq10, eq12, and eq14 with respect to k, to obtain: 
res 1 = 22937 11 k:‘(k, + 1)(269k: + 2415kf + 62160k, - 12950) 
res2 = 23”39k:4(k, + 1)(5190024819kf + 80884859895k: 
+2089947951240k’:+3130696396505k~-7461347007030k~ 
+4286166053400k, -600942095600) 
res3 = 253317kf2(k, + 1)(5227318001583666k:2 
+158574206204590716k;‘+5057519151005939832k~” 
+52708564846406459405k~+291825834471336659336k~ 
+910829899092023294305k~+1485068147286309973606k~ 
+988089771878233450060k;-84050181641704642560k~ 
-251258590839347790300k~+69411060568785915000k; 
-5260481189572140000k, -14716416166200000) 
Here, res 1% is the resultant of the major parts of eql0 and eq12, res2 of eql0 and eq14, 
and res3 of eq12 and eq14. 
Since we can assume that k, is neither 0 nor - 1, we see that the polynomials in 
parentheses on the far right of each resultant must have a common zero. Again, we can 
compute resultants of these in pairs (in the same order) with respect to k,. We now obtain 
three integers, which must be simultaneously zero modulo p: 
bignum 1 = 
1478743385815911647908856422678586742539957544165817875000 
bignum2 = 
89102945453919864163452547076100609374202009366305845863884 
2838065458708436507711081422910500000000000000 
bignum3 = 
38870876233162512265034453115270418151989907694146482841619 
83351040738927917384259445642156707053017943521726782431 
19997324504229184255485571828805521560292289576744511260 
40743512350610060677810422198077638339877058899443094314 
876591156131970304000000000000 
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(These integers seem to have rather large prime factors.) 
If the integers are all congruent to zero modulo p, then the greatest common divisor is 
zero as well. We can compute the greatest common divisor quite easily as: 
ycd = 448487643578625000 = 233215673 
Since p > 13, we conclude that there are no solutions,to the system of equations when h2 
is nonzero. Hence, h, = h, = 0, and the proof is complete. 0 
Remark about small primes. It is possible to prove the main theorem for small primes 
using algebraic techniques similar to those above, but being careful to select the correct 
equations. Such a proof, however, requires several separate arguments and algebraic 
computations on the computer, and a straightforward computer verification seems to be 
equally simple and convincing. 
3. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM IN THE GENERAL CASE 
Having proved the main theorem for odd primes, we can complete the proof for general 
n by an inductive argument that essentially consists of a careful inspection of the two lists, 
_!? and 2, which must be equal (up to sign) by the G-Signature Formula. 
The induction step proceeds as follows. Given an action of the cyclic group of order n, let 
d be a proper divisor of n. We assume the theorem is true for d. We now select one of the 
three fixed points as a “base point”. (We are free to select any of the three points, which will 
allow us to simplify the argument below.) By choosing an appropriate generator for the 
group, we can assume that the rotation numbers at the base point are (1, k) modulo n. Since 
the theorem is true for the divisor d, we see that the rotation numbers at the the other two 
fixed points are (- 1, k - 1) and (-k, 1 -k) modulo d. As before, letting si be the sum of the 
rotation numbers and ti be the difference, we see that the si and ti are given by: 
s,=l+k s,=k-2+r, s3 = 1 - 2k + r3 
t,=l-k t, = - k+r, t, = - 1 +r, 
where rI,r2,rS, and r4 are all congruent to zero modulo d. 
The induction step would be proved if we showed that all ri are zero modulo n, and it is 
possible to provide a simple proof in this way. On the other hand, using the Lemma of 
Franz from the Preliminary Section, the induction step will be complete if we can show that 
either rl = r2 = 0 or rj = r4 = 0 (so that two of the fixed points are part of 
Substituting for si and ti in the two lists 2’ and 9, we obtain: 
a 
“Y= 
TOP 28:2-G 
r3 + rl 
-r,+r,+4k-2 
rj - r1 - 2k + 4 
-r3-rr,+2k+2 
r4 + rZ - 2k 
-r,+r,-2k+2 
r4 - r2 
-r4-r2+2 
r4 i- r2 - 2k 
-r,+r,-2k+2 
r4 - r2 
-r4-r2+2 
92 = 
r4 + r2 
-r4+r,+2 
r4 - r2 + 2k 
-r,-r,+2k+2 
r,+r, -2 
rl - r4 
r4 - rl - 2k + 2 
-r,-r,-2k+4 
r,+r,-4k+2 
r2 - r3 
r,-r,-2k+2 
-r,-r2+2k 
linear triple). 
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We now divide the problem into two cases: the general case, when k is not congruent 
to - 2, - 1,2, or 3 modulo d, and the exceptional case, when k is congruent to one of these 
values modulo d. 
In the general case, it easy to verify that each list contains precisely two entries which (up 
to sign) are congruent to 2 modulo d. (One merely uses the fact that the ri are zero modulo d 
and then checks to see when the other entries can be 2 or - 2. Recall that k is neither 0 nor 1 
by the semifree assumption.) 
Extracting the two entries that are congruent to 2 modulo d, we see that the two lists: 
[ 
- rq - r2 + 2 
- r4 - r2 + 2 1 [ and - r4 + rz + 2 -r4-rl +2 1 
must be equal modulo n. (Note that there is no longer any ambiguity of sign since all entries 
are nonzero modulo d.) We immediately conclude that rz = rl = 0 modulo n. Since two of 
the fixed points belong to linear data, the induction step is therefore complete in the general 
case. 
We now proceed to the exceptional case. While there appear to be four subcases to 
consider, we actually only need to consider two since we are free to choose the base point. If 
there is a fixed point with rotation numbers (1, k) modulo d, then (since the fixed point data 
is linear modulo d) there is a fixed point with rotation numbers (1, 1 - k) modulo d. It is now 
easy to see that to prove the exceptional case, we need only consider the two possibilities 
where k = 2 or ka= -2 modulo d. 
We first consider the case when k = - 2 modulo d. Let k = -2 + r,,, where r. = 0 
modulo d. The two lists now become: 
_Y= 
r3 + rl 
- r3 + rI + 4r, - 2 
r3 - rl - 2r, + 8 
- r3 - r1 + 2r, - 2 
r4 + rz - 2r, + 4 
- r4 + r2 - 2r, + 6 
r4 -r2 
-r4-r2+2 
r4 + r2 - 2r, + 4 
- r4 + r2 - Lr, + 6 
r4 - r2 
-r,-r,+2 
r4 + r2 
-ri+r,+2 
r,-r,+2r,-4 
- r4 - r2 + 2r, - 2 
r,+r, -2 
rl -r4 
r,-r,-2r,+6 
- r4 - rl - 2r, + 8 
r,+r,-4r,+lO 
r2 - r3 
r3 - r2 - 2r, + 6 
- r3 - r2 + 2r, - 4 
When d > 7, it is easy to verify that there are precisely two entries on each list that (up to 
sign) are congruent to 4 modulo d. Extracting these entries, we see that the two lists: 
r,+r,-2r,+4 
r4 + r2 - 2r, + 4 1 i and - r4 + r2 - 2r, + 2 r3 + r2 - 2r, + 4 I 
must be equal modulo n. We immediately conclude that r3 = r4 = 0, and as before the 
induction step is complete. 
The proof in the second exceptional case, when k is congruent to 2 modulo d, is similar. 
We let k = 2 + ro, where r. is congruent to zero modulo d. The two lists now become: 
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Y= 
r3 +rl 
- r3 + r1 + 4r, + 6 
7.3 - i-1 - 2r, 
- r3 - r1 + 2r, + 6 
r4 + rz - 2r, - 4 
- r4 + r2 - 2r, - 2 
r4 - r2 
-r4 - r2 + 2 
r4 + r2 - 2r, - 4 
- r4 + r2 - 2r, - 2 
r4 - r2 
-r,-r,+2 
B= 
r4 + r2 
-r4 + r2 + 2 
r,-r2+2r,+4 
- r4 - rz + 2r, + 6 
r,+r,-2 
rl -r4 
r4 - r1 - 2r, - 2 
- r4 - rl - 2r, 
rj + r2 - 4r, - 6 
r2 - r3 
r3 - r2 - 2r, - 2 
- r3 - r2 + 2r, + 4 
Again, when d > 7, it is easy to verify that there are precisely two entries in each list that 
(up to sign) are congruent to 4 modulo d. Extracting these entries, we see that the two lists 
[ 
- r4 - r2 + 2r, + 4 
- r4 - r2 + 2r, + 4 1 [ and r,-r2+2r,+4 - r3 - r2 + 2r, + 4 1 
must be equal modulo it. We immediately conclude that r3 = r4 = 0, and the induction step 
is proved for all divisors d > 7. 
Remark. A more detailed, case by case analysis of the exceptional cases will prove the 
induction step for d = 3, 5, or 7. On the other hand, following in the spirit of our previous 
remarks, we avoid such detailed combinatorial analyses by directly verifying the theorem 
for “small” values of n. 
We can now complete the proof of the main theorem. If n is prime, then the theorem is 
true by the previous section. If n = 9,25,49,15,21, or 3.5, then the theorem is true by direct 
calculation. (‘See the Preliminary Section.) Every other nonprime, odd integer n has a proper 
divisor d > 7. It follows that the main theorem is true for all odd integers n. 
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